It had been a particularly harsh winter night in northern Nebraska. Days earlier, a “bomb cyclone” had swept across the Midwest, bringing freezing rain, whiteout conditions and winds of up to 89 mph.

Perched in the powerhouse at the Spencer Dam, two overnight operators watched as thick chunks of ice—some as large as pickup trucks—pummeled the 92-year-old dam. The operators tried to open the dam’s emergency spillways, but found some had been frozen shut. As water levels surged and it became clear failure was imminent, the operators abandoned the dam’s powerhouse at 4:30 a.m. and drove into the neighborhood below to pound on doors, begging people to evacuate.

At 5:15 a.m., the dam broke, sending an 11-foot-tall wave of water downstream, flooding multiple towns and neighborhoods around Omaha. Nebraska’s governor later called the bomb cyclone the most damaging natural disaster in the state’s history.

Immediate Action

Halfway across the country, the Workplace Safety team at the California-based software company Ellie Mae leapt into action, in support of their colleagues who lived and worked in the Midwest. The team worked quickly to account for the safety of Ellie Mae’s employees and families, gather information about the extent of the damage, and make business recommendations to the company’s People team.

The team gathered live, up-to-the-second information using Dataminr, which delivers real-time alerts on emerging risks worldwide.

“Pretty much every way into and out of the Omaha area was flooded,” said Josh Barrier, Manager of Workplace Safety at Ellie Mae. “We were able to provide photos from Dataminr showing exactly how bad the flooding was in the area.”

Ellie Mae’s executives used that information to temporarily close the company’s satellite office in Omaha, and reach out to employees to check in and offer support.

Dataminr in the Safety Operations Center

Barrier joined Ellie Mae’s Workplace Safety team in early 2018, and was tasked with building the company’s first Safety Operations Center. He had used Dataminr in a previous management role, and recommended that Dataminr form the cornerstone of the company’s new operations center.

Real-time information flows into the center 24 hours a day, and analysts use that information to make decisions to keep Ellie Mae’s employees and assets safe.

Dataminr’s artificial intelligence software processes billions of units of information from more than 200,000 public data sources, such as public social media posts, Internet-connected sensors and news websites.

Dataminr’s real-time alerts span the globe which was particularly useful in the summer of 2020, as Ellie Mae’s security analysts followed ongoing media coverage of the political upheaval in Belarus—home to one of the company’s three international offices.
Employees want to feel secure at work, and know that their employer is looking out for their safety, Barrier said. He says his team functions with a service-focused mindset, providing relevant information to the business and making recommendations to ensure employee security.

Customers who visit Ellie Mae’s headquarters in Silicon Valley often tour the Safety Operations Center, which helps demonstrate the company’s commitment to physical security.

Dataminr forms an important building block of the Safety Operations Center at Ellie Mae. To learn more about Dataminr, visit dataminr.com/corporate-risk
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